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 JMS PRESS
“I like the idea of artists taking an accessible 
format and expressing a singular idea or 
thought and seeing something through or 
studying something in a way.”

Extract from «A Conversation with Joe Silveira of JMS Press»
Intelligence Magazine.
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How would you describe JMS PRESS, and its objectives? What first 
drew you to found JMS PRESS?

JMS Press is an independent publisher of small artists’ books. Focusing, 
mostly, on Toronto artists, photographers and designers. I am a graphic 
designer by trade, with a background in publication design. It was my 
love of publication design that drew me to starting JMS Press. Also 
the press started off because I liked the idea of producing something 
tangible with various artists in Toronto whose work I like.

You are an independent publisher, what are the challenges for the 
independent art publishing community nowadays? 

The main challenges for me are finding the time and resources to keep 
JMS running. 

«(...) When you’re on the fringe, you have a smaller audience who are 
invested or care. But I feel like this is an opportunity to tap into an 
audience that isn’t an art audience. Not to dismiss them but I’m not 
necessarily attracted to that world or that audience. They are used 
to very specific things and I want to produce works that aren’t that 
specific. Even with the book works, I feel like I’m not taken as seriously 
because I’m not a gallery. At first that annoyed me but now I like that 
status. I don’t think I want to be a part of that world if it becomes that 
way. I want to work with artists but I don’t want to think about it or 
present it in that way, in a gallery or in the system. I just don’t care 
about that.

I think people confuse the idea that the gallery system and having 
gallery representation are the only ways to legitimize artwork. I like 
this idea of outsider art, or people who work outside of that system, 
or who don’t have MFAs or go to art school. I want to work with 
people who don’t necessarily come from that [established art] world. 
Many of the artists I work with don’t have that fine art background, 
like Kristie or Sean. Maryanne and Brittnay are the only two. And Joy 
came from textile though, so she didn’t necessarily come from a fine 
art background. I respond to the work regardless, and if that comes 
from a gallery system that’s fine. But chances are it doesn’t.»
Extract from «A Conversation with Joe Silveira of JMS Press»,Intelligence Magazine.



«There are so many amazing, talented artists in Toronto. 
That excitement to see their work translated or expressed 
on paper is what drives me.»
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Can you explain our readers your own process of publishing?

My process is simple. I take a few months off early in the year to save 
money and refresh the brain. Then I start thinking about who I’d like 
to work with. I either reach out to artists who’s work excites me or, 
if I’m lucky, get approached by an artist or gallery who wants to do 
something with JMS. 

How do you work with artists to be as close as their “dream vision”?

My approach is to always give the artist complete freedom to do 
whatever they want to do. The hard part for me is deciding on the 
artist but once I do, I trust that my instinct was right and let them 
work. The only restrictions are size and page count. I see myself as a 
facilitator or editor (if needed). Even as the designer of the books, I 
still see my role as just production. 
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What are the main influences that make up your team, your work and 
reinforce your identity?

I have so many influences!  Specific to print they would be magazines 
of the 90’s and homemade fanzines to publishers like Rizzoli and Steidl. 
I’m also inspired by brand identities like Espirit and Benetton. Things 
I’m always thinking about when starting a new publication and its 
promotion.

JMS Press seems to call back to zine culture, which is all about self-
publishing and DIY culture. Can you tell us more about that format?

I grew up collecting the standard photocopied and handmade zines 
— that’s definitely where it’s coming from. I loved the immediacy and 
accessibility, the fact that you’re coming at things from the outside. 
There is more control in that. There’s also something about that size 
that I found so accessible from a practical standpoint as a designer. I 
like the idea of presenting a printed work that is handheld.

On the top of that, it’s really the only thing I can afford to do, so that’s 
why zines have always appealed to me. If someone who is 14 can do it, 
then why not? I like that it’s such a democratic approach to expressing 
an idea and sharing it in a way that is no different than someone who is 
producing a Thomas Ruff book. I don’t see the difference, I really don’t. 
The only real difference is budget and whatever prestige is attached 
to that artist or that publisher. I still think artists are expressing an 
idea or archiving or documenting a certain process or work in either 
format. Just because it happens to be a digital print that’s 24 pages 
versus a 100-page hardcover, linen-wrapped bound book, I still don’t 
think there’s a difference. I still think that the work and idea speaks for 
itself so I don’t feel limited in that way. I see someone like Kristie and 
her work, and it’s just as strong as a Juergen Teller’s Go-Sees book. 
There’s merit in both approaches.
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«Print is in a weird phase wherein 
a lot of people are doing it, which 
is great! Print has become more 
accessible and affordable than it has 
been before so there’s more of it, but 
it’s harder to find its audience. Even 
in Toronto, I feel like there aren’t 
a lot of small publishers in the city 
doing this thing. Audience is such 
a weird thing. You kind of hope for 
it, but it has yet to really develop. I 
just focus on the work and try to get 
that done, and then make sure that 
it’s presented in a way that everyone 
is proud of.»

Extract from «A Conversation with Joe Silveira of JMS Press»
Intelligence Magazine.
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« My approach is to always give the artist complete 
freedom to do whatever they want to do. »

—

What are your expectations concerning Toronto Art Book Fair?

My only expectations are to have fun and meet new people. I know 
that sounds simple but it’s true. Everything else is out of my control.

According to you what should (or could) an independent art publisher 
look like? 

My approach is to always give the artist complete freedom to do 
whatever they want to do. 
I am not precious about art publishing. I think it’s about the work 
and less about the packaging. I see no difference between Xeroxed 
zines and off-set printed, linen bound books. If the work or the idea is 
strong, then it’ll come through, regardless. 

How would we distribute art publications? Which publishing traditions 
did we wish to continue, and which did we wish to challenge? 

My favourite way to distribute art publications is in-person—through 
fairs and launches. Besides, the tradition of artist-run centres is one I 
respect and would love to see grow even more.

How would you describe the current book community in Toronto? 
Worldwide?

I think the book community in Toronto is small and I think the audience 
is even smaller. However, I think that’s changing. In time we’ll get to a 
level that rivals New York’s or London’s book community.



What are your thoughts on TOABF 2018 theme of political activism 
and resistance? Can the magazines be used as a political medium 
to critique and subvert the established practice of traditional 
institutions today? If so, how?  

I think it’s a timely theme. I think it’s a topic most small publishers 
are thinking of or trying to represent through their own work/
publications. I’m not sure how but I do think magazines can subvert/
challenge traditional institutions. 

According to you, what is the future for the independent artistic 
print culture? The art publishing community? 

Tough to tell but I’m optimistic that it will continue to grow. Especially 
with events like TOABF and Art Book Week. People just need more 
time. It’ll be a little slow at first but I’m sure five years from now the 
desire for print culture in Toronto will be stronger. Fingers crossed!!

Is there anything else you want to say concerning JMS PRESS, the 
discipline itself, or your own thoughts?

I’m just thankful to the team behind TOABF and Art Book Week for 
working so hard to build an art book community in Toronto. It’s not 
an easy thing to do but I’m grateful you’re making it happen. Also, 
grateful for the support and encouragement. It means a lot to a small 
press like JMS. Not sure I could sustain the press without it. Thank 
you!!!



« I’m sure five years from now the desire for print 
culture in Toronto will be stronger. 

Fingers crossed!! »
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Extracts from «A conversation with Joe Silveira of JMS 
Press», Intelligence Magazine.
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